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	FILA
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	GALACTIC
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Browse Our Collection of Sunglasses. Try the Best Fit, durable, stylish and lightweight.

                    Learn more 
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Browse Our Collection of Prescription Glasses. Hundreds of frames, try the Latest Styles.
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Dailies, Fortnightlies or Monthlies, we have them all & more. Buy Contact Lenses Online.
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Protect your eyes! We offer Safety eyewear in many different models and styles.

                    Learn more 
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                Optical Superstore is proudly Australian owned and operated since 1989.
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Superior Quality at an affordable price. View our latest catalogue and save!
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We accept all private health funds. Most eye tests are bulk-billed through Medicare.
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Celebrating Australia Day 2022
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                Our customers
 love us!

                See what our satisfied customers
 say about us.

                        
                        Who knew getting your eyes tested and specks selected could be such an enjoyable experience. EVERYONE from the optometrist to the retail staff were fun, caring, knowledgeable, personable and friendly! left with some slick specks and five new friends. Well worth considering if you can’t read this review clearly… 😎                    
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                        I have just had the most amazing experience. I fell over and damaged my glasses to the  extent that I thought they were impossible to fix. Gill was able to restore them to perfection. I am so grateful for the time taken and Gill's amazing expertise. It was also good to catch up with Fran who is always friendly and very professional. Well done and no wonder we never go elsewhere!                    
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                        Had an eye test and new glasses purchased today, optometrist Rachael and the rest of the staff were excellent to deal with, after disappointing dealings with goldcoast specsavers ,it was a, nice change                    
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                        I had a good experience with the team at The Chermside Optical Store. I was looking for a pair of 'Flip up Sunglasses' that fit over my reading glasses used when I'm driving (which helps heaps when you own prescription glasses). The courtesy of the staff was excellent. I felt looked after even for the  smallest item which cost next to nothing in the store. This was my first visit to the store. This is my first experience, no-one elses & I didn't come particularly for sunglasses either. It was handy at the time that I thought about buying them for my new specs.I thank the team of The Optical Super Store for doing such a great job.Anyone looking for a place where they want to feel they want to be looked after with their reading scripts for reading, I would recommend this store to everyone because of my experience that I had there lately.                    
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                        Purchased a pair of bifocals from Optical Superstore Morley a short while ago.  The glasses are excellent and although I had minimal coverage from my fund, the deal I received was very good indeed.  The staff were helpful too.                    

[image: Lloyd Hatfield]
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                        This was such a positive experience for meThe clinician was great and very knowledgeable and understanding ,The front counts staff were great and the gentleman that helped me find glasses that would suit my face was a great experience also . Highly recommend these guys ! Great prices alsoAll round wonderful experience from the time I arrived to the time I leftThankyou keep up the great work !                    
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                        Clean and tidy store. Super helpful staff and optometrist. This is my favourite optical store. Highly recommended!                    
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                        Very efficient and professionl. Always willing to assist. Well done  to all staff there.                    
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                        Great service, simple and easy to get my new glasses. They came in really quick as well. Will be back.                    

[image: Daniel Turner]
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                        A comedy of errors resulted in my having to seek a refund BUT ... every effort was made to resolve every issue, with the staff going above and beyond to help. On every visit (or call) to the store I was met with understanding and possible solutions. No pressure, coercion or shifty salesmanship was ever applied, just creative problem solving. Even though I personally didn't   walk away with a new pair of specs (my husband did tho, and he loves them!) I can't praise the staff highly enough - and thank you Jason, you were exceptional!                    

[image: Gail Attwood]
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                        I found Steve the Manager, Jane the Receptionist and Julie the Optometrist at the Morley Optical Superstore very professional and helpful. I didnt like the attitude of the other lady I first met at the reception. Steve in particular was very proactive in resolving an ongoing issue I have had with the glacier coating on my Shamir lenses which wears off after about a year despite me being very careful when cleaning the lenses. When the coating wears off it leaves lines across the lens. Shamir agreed to replace the lenses and the coating at their own cost. I might not get the glacier multicoating on my next pair.I prefer the Shamir Lenses to Specsavers's Manufacturer, as they are of higher quality especially since I have high prescription lenses. If I hadnt asked for Steve, this would not have been resolved to my satisfaction. Thank you Steve for your time & effort in resolving this, it is much appreciated.I had been going to the Whitfords Store for many years and Katie & Kingsley were absolutely great in their customer service skills. Now that the Whitfords Store is closed, I have to travel 30 mins each way to the Morley Store but it is well worth it as I havent found better lenses anywhere else yet.I have found The Optical Superstore to provide the best value for money so far and their lenses from Shamir have been the best for me. I have no hesitation in recommending Steve & the ladies mentioned above, be weary of the other lady at reception, she can be quite abrupt.                    
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                        Prove me if I am wrong!!!!Michael Kozulin is the best optometrist in the whole Bayside are. Extremely helpful and skilled with few more great qualities.....                    
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                        Could not recommend more! The lovely lady fixed my sunglasses free of charge and was extremely quick! What a great shopping experience, I’ll be recommending this wonderful store!                    
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                        Slay king. Broke me glasses on holiday and fixed with a replacement screw free of charge. Thankyou so much!!                    
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                        Great customer service, they fixed the hinges on my glasses for free!                    
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                        Recently visited to look for new multifocal glasses as the competitors were too expensive for the glasses I liked. The staff were wonderful, gave me lots of options and I found the glasses I loved at a fantastic price and with the high end options for the lenses. Definitely recommend and will get glasses again here.                    
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                        Wolfgang was a great help. Sunnies now fit properly. What a success.                    
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                        I had an issue with my sunglasses and didn't know what to do but they helped me and was so kind. I am very grateful and can only recommend                    
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                        I just needed a small item and received it quickly and with impeccable service. thanks so much!                    
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                        We always have a pleasamt experience when visiting the store in Civic.Mitra is professional, friendly, customer-focused.                    
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                        very efficient                    
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                        I was pleasantly surprised to have my 2 pairs of glasses, distance and reading, ready to pick up this morning less than a week since I ordered them. Thanks to Dylan on the front desk, and Michelle the optometrist. Prompt, efficient and courteous service all round.Well done!I'll be back!                    

[image: Jeff Neale]
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                        I cannot recommend this store highly enough.They may not be as flashy as the big chains, but they've got quality frames, fantastic staff and a very good lab for their optics.I've been sending people their way ever since I got my glasses from them 8 years ago.It's good to see that they are still around and they stand behind their products. I had a small issue with my latest glasses and they did not hesitate to help remedy the problem.Hats off to the manager for being super friendly and understanding.Thanks to the whole team.                    
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                        Гарний сервіс, помірні ціни.                    
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                        After visiting  every optical  store in Australia Fair I made the decision to purchase  from The  Optical Superstore because Christine,  the Manager, gave me the best information, service and support. I am also very happy with my new glasses.                    
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                        Would totally recommend. Very friendly helpful staff great optometrist and great selection of glasses. Always an easy process to get new glasses.                    
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                        Great service and nothing too much bother for them. I appreciate their professionalism. This review is for Optical Superstore Hervey Bay Queensland as I may have reviewed other store by mistake.                    
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                        My son had eye tests twice here. Optometrist Jasmine (Li Chi) is very professional and friendly. The glasses gave him the perfect vision. The dispensers are also very helpful and attentive. Highly recommend this optical shop!                    
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                        I had some eye irritation issues and walked in for some advice, they checked my eyes and sold me some drops which helped a lot!                    
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                        Great service and nothing too much bother for them. I appreciate their professionalism.                    
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                        Toowoomba Grand Central store is amazing. We live over 4 hours drive away with only a visiting Optometrist every 6 weeks - hard to get an appt when you are working. The staff were able to fit my husband in at short notice for an eye test & glasses & they also assisted me with new graded lenses. Donna was great & explained everything & did a price breakdown , all the staff were professional & very friendly. As an added bonus our glasses arrived in half the time & all 3 pairs PERFECT thank you.                    
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                        I've been using this store for few years and found the service to be fantastic. The range and price of glasses is reasonable compared to all the others.Highly recommended .Cheers,Izac Mazkour                    
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                        Called and luckily got an appointment straight away. Optometrist was friendly, efficient, and confident. Highly recommended!                    
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                        Very nice lady, she fixed my glasses twice in a short period of time,  I would definitely recommend                    
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                        Best store ever. Lady with long hair and glasses is so helpful 💖                    
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                        I have been to this store many times, either getting a quote or had the tiny glasses problems fixed.I always feel welcomed, and not pushed to make a decision.The staffs there would do extra to help, like Kerrin. She is polite,skillful and careful. I have high prescription, so the "eye center points measurement" is very important to me. She was professional and very careful, when she did that. Very happy with the experience!I just wish they could have better deals for people who need high index lenses..  🙂                    
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                        My husband and I have been customers in this branch for years. We'd like to extend our special thanks to Joan Grima for her friendly, caring and honest approach. We have been really impressed by her quality of service and will continue to remain loyal customers. Also really appreciate the new optometrist Belinda for her thorough check up and knowledgeable and friendly approach.Great team! Thanks                    
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                        I took in a pair of glasses I had mangled (by standing on them) which had purchased there almost 2 years ago hoping they could help me untwist them or perhaps find a new frame the lenses might fit. They went above and beyond to fix them for me. I had to leave them there but the next day they called and said after a lot of advice and trial and error they had repaired them and when I picked them up, they fitted them to me and now the are untwisted and fit great! Thank you so much for all you did to recuse my glasses... brilliant customer service!!!!                    
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                        Purchased a few glasses for my son in the last few months. Choosing and deciding right glasses for a young child is incredibly difficult and overwhelming At the best of times, but Paula was absolutely Amazing to deal with! Paula helped in choosing the right fit, and explaining everything in depth to us made the whole situation so so much easier! Will 100% be going through her again when his lenses need changing!Thanks Paula!!! X                    
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                        Good service is rare these days. It was an absolute pleasure attending Inala Optical SuperStore today. The staff were friendly, professional and very polite. Completed a thorough eye test and purchased some new glasses.                    
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                        I couldn’t recommend Jay and the Optical Superstore high enough! Jay was incredibly patient with my 2.5 year old Son and made it a fun experience for both myself and my Son and he explained everything so clearly aswell. Thankyou for taking the time to make it an enjoyable experience for us.                    
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                        My experience at the optical superstore has always been a positive one. I attend the Kippa Ring store.The optometrist is very kind and personable. He is thorough and explains everything while going through tests. He also weighs up options on glasses upgrades and what’s available to you for what your specific needs are. I referred my partner and have sent my daughter there aswell.                    
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                        Would like to say a big thankyou for helping Charlie with his glasses the ladies at the front desk are amazing and family orientated thankyou again 😊                    
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                        Thoroughly recommend price will surprise you and service excellent                    
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                        I went for my usual eye appointment today. The optometrist who I saw, Ross Cappellone went above and beyond with his care and service he offered. Ross is a people person and made me feel comfortable the minute I walked in. He is professional and extremely knowledgeable. This is the second business I have attended where Ross works and I'm very happy I have found him again here at the Optical Superstore. If your looking for a quality optometrist, he is the man to see. I highly recommend Ross for quality eye care.                    
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                        Glasses were very comfortable and fit extremely well.                    
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                        Very kind and great service                    
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                        they were very kind and fixed my glasses quickly! thank you ^^                    
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                        Incredibly helpful - thank you Christine. Will be coming back                    
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                        We were recommended to visit Micheal, and thank goodness, what a true gentleman! He was kind, helpful, informative, gentle, and gave my daughter hope and understanding. Daughter left feeling grateful and lucky. We then were served by a young man who happily helped select frames, he made my daughter feel amazing, thanks guys the service and care has been life changing for our home.Thank you.                    
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